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Computational notebooks are a powerful tool



Recent work has added even more functionality

+



Synchronous collaboration is difficult

But two major pain points still exist



Synchronous collaboration is difficult

But two major pain points still exist

Non-technical users are left out



Related work: speech-based code generation

● Enable users to write code using 
structured voice commands

● Works: VocalProgramming, 
Blockly, Serenade

+ No need to remember syntax, can 
program hands-free

- Users still need to understand 
general logic and syntax



Related work: computational notebook tools

● Some aimed at simplifying data 
workflows

● Works: Lux, mage

+ Simplifies computational notebook 
interactions

- Users need to have some 
understanding of code



Related work: computational notebook tools

● Others work to broaden 
computational notebook audiences

● Works: ViDeTTe (data exploration), 
ToonNote (data understanding)

+ Makes data work more accessible to 
non-technical audiences

- Non-technical users still cannot 
partake in the data analysis process



GENIE

Computational notebook tool that enables users to generate code through natural 
speech



Demo



GENIE Workflow



Text Clarification

● Target ambiguities in user speech that cannot be resolved by code generator

● Parse patterns in text and locate keywords frequently used in computational 
notebook contexts

○ Ex. preposition search

<preposition> <”dataset”/”file”/”graph”>

● Challenges

○ Unbounded vocabulary as input

○ Code generation will occur regardless of validity of text



GENIE Workflow



Feeding Relevant History

● Provide user’s prior queries and code as context to code generation stage 

○ User will not need to track variables and can work on separate workflows 
simultaneously

● Create user workflows with k-means clustering

○ Group each interaction into workflows and feed in history based on 
workflow

○ Squash code from long/dense workflows (ex. care about variable 
assignment but not print statements)



Other Implementation Details

● Web Speech API for automatic speech recognition

● Chat Completions API for code generation



User Studies

● Have presented idea to a class of 18 students with mixed technical abilities

○ General interest from students, especially non-technical students

● User study design

○ User allotted 10 minutes to watch tutorial and play around with GENIE, 
then provided with a specific question to answer based on a dataset

○ User is given 30 minutes to solve the question

■ First 10 min: no GENIE access but access to the Internet and any 
tools (ChatGPT); last 20 min: full access



Next Steps

● Enhance functionality (clarification and history)

● Run user studies with technical and non-technical audiences

● Perform benchmarks on individual components to understand speed



Thanks! Questions?


